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A quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM  MM) direct dynamics classical
trajectory simulation is used to study energy transfer and fragmentation in the surface-induced
dissociation (SID) of N-protonated diglycine, (gly)2H
. The peptide ion collides with the
hydrogenated diamond {111} surface. The Austin Model 1 (AM1) semiempirical electronic
structure theory is used for the (gly)2H
 intramolecular potential and molecular mechanical
functions are used for the diamond surface potential and peptide/surface intermolecular
potential. The simulations are performed at collision energies Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV and
collision angle of 0° (perpendicular to the surface). The percent energy transfer to the peptide
ion is nearly independent of Ei, while energy transfer to the surface increases with increase in
Ei. A smaller percent of the energy remains in peptide translation as Ei is increased. These
trends in energy transfer are consistent with previous trajectory simulations of SID. At each Ei
the most likely initial pathway leading to fragmentation is rupture of the
H3NCH2™CONHCH2COOH bond. Fragmentation occurs by two general mechanisms. One is
the traditional Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) model in which the peptide ion is
activated by its collision with the surface, “bounces off”, and then dissociates after undergoing
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR). The other mechanism is shattering in
which the ion fragments as it collides with the surface. Shattering is the origin of the large
increase in number of product channels with increase in Ei, i.e., 6 at 30 eV, but 59 at 100 eV.
Shattering becomes the dominant dissociation mechanism at high Ei. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2003, 14, 1402–1412) © 2003 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
Surface-induced dissociation (SID) [1–3] is an im-portant experimental tool for determining struc-tural properties of ions and energetic and mecha-
nistic information concerning their dissociation
pathways. In SID the ion is energized by collision with
a surface. If electronic excitation is unimportant, the
collision translational energy Ei is partitioned between
the final translational energy Ef, and transfer to the
internal vibrational/rotational modes of the ion Eint
and the vibrations of the surface Esurf:
Ei  Eƒ  Eint  Esurf (1)
SID has proven to be an important means to dissociate
protonated peptides [4–14]. It has provided sequence
information for peptides, including multiply charged
peptides [7].
Classical trajectory simulations [15–17] are a very
important tool for studying SID. The model used for the
trajectory simulation may be tested by comparing with
experimental results and, once validated, then used to
determine properties of the SID dynamics which are
difficult to obtain experimentally. The simulations are
often able to provide an atomic level understanding of
the experimental results. Trajectory simulations of
Cr(CO)6
 SID [18, 19] utilizing an analytic potential
which allows dissociation of the ion, have given de-
tailed information regarding distributions for the en-
ergy transfers in eq 1. The value for the average fraction
of collision energy Ei transferred to Cr(CO)6
 internal
energy Eint is in excellent agreement with experiment
[20]. The simulations also show how the dissociation
mechanism depends on the surface and the collision
energy. The energy transfer that occurs when the pro-
tonated glycine (gly) and alanine (ala) ions glyH,
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(gly)2H
, (gly)3H
, (gly)5H
, and (ala)2H
 collide with
the hydrogenated diamond {111}, H-diamond, and hy-
drogenated alkyl thiolate self-assembled monolayer,
H-SAM, surfaces [20, 21] has been simulated [21–23] by
using the molecular mechanical AMBER potential [24]
for the peptide ion. The calculated energy transfer
efficiencies are consistent with experimental studies
[12] of peptide ion collisions with the fluorinated alkyl
thiolate SAM, F-SAM, surface.
Though the AMBER potential for the peptide ions
describes energy transfer during the projectile/surface
collision, it does not allow the peptide ion to dissociate
and cannot be used to study the dynamics of peptide
ion fragmentation because of the molecular mechanical
nature of the potential. It is extremely difficult to
formulate an analytic potential energy function which
represents the many unimolecular pathways for a
peptide ion, and direct dynamics [25] is the most
practical and general approach to simulate peptide
ion fragmentation in SID. In direct dynamics, the
potential energy and derivatives of the potential,
needed to numerically integrate the classical trajec-
tory are obtained directly from an electronic structure
theory, without formulating an analytic potential. In a
previous study [22], this approach was used to simulate
collisions of glyH with the H-diamond surface by
representing the potential for glyH by the AM1
semiempirical electronic structure theory [26]. These
simulations with the AM1 potential gave the same
energy transfer distributions as those determined with
the AMBER potential [22]. Two different mechanisms
were found for glyH from the trajectory simulations.
For one, glyH is vibrationally excited by its collision
with the surface, rebounds off the surface, and then
dissociates via intramolecular vibrational energy redis-
tribution (IVR). The other pathway involves “shatter-
ing”, in which the ion fragments as it collides with the
surface. For shattering, the collision directs the ion to a
dissociation transition state structure, resulting in non-
statistical fragmentation dynamics.
For the work presented here, AM1 direct dynamics
simulations are used to study energy transfer and
fragmentation of (gly)2H
 ions when they collide with
the H-diamond surface. The dissociation of (gly)2H

has been investigated in previous experimental [27] and
computational studies [28]. Klassen and Kebarle [27]
reported energy resolved CID experiments of (gly)2H

for collision energies less than 50 eV (lab). At low
energies they find the y1 ion, i.e., protonated glycine
NH3CH2COOH
, is the most abundant product, while
at higher energies the a1 ion, i.e., immonium NH2CH2
,
becomes dominant. A threshold energy of 43.7 kcal/
mol (1.9 e V) was obtained for formation of the a1 ion.
The y1 ions contain the added proton as well as the
H-atom that was originally attached to the N-terminal
nitrogen and then migrated [29–31]. Klassen and Ke-
barle [27] proposed that the y1 ion is formed by rupture
of the amide bond yielding the neutral cyclic aziridi-
none molecule as the other product. The a1 ion is
formed by stepwise; i.e., initial rupture of the amide
bond forming neutral glycine and the acylium ion
H2NCH2CO
, which is unstable and spontaneously
decomposes to NH2CH2
 (a1) and CO.
Quantum chemical calculations [28, 32] have been
performed to provide insight into (gly)2H
 fragmenta-
tion under conditions where RRKM theory is appropri-
ate to describe its unimolecular dynamics. From this
work, two mechanisms have been proposed for
(gly)2H
 fragmentation. For each the initial step is
transfer of the proton from the terminal amino to the
middle amide nitrogen. Harrison and co-workers32
have proposed that fragmentation of (gly)2H
 occurs by
initial formation of a proton-bound complex of aziridi-
none and an amino acid. This complex can dissociate to
form either the y1 ion or the unstable protonated
aziridinone ion which decomposes to a1 and CO. Paizs
and Suhai [28] proposed an “integrated pathway” for
formation of the a1 and y1 ions. The first step is
formation of a dimer between NH2CH2
 and
NH2CH2COOH. CO is loosely attached to NH2CH2

and quickly dissociates. The resulting dimer
NH2CH2
™NH2CH2COOH may dissociate to form the a1
ion NH2CH2
 or undergo proton transfer forming the y1
ion NH3CH2COOH
. Paizs and Suhai argue that their
mechanism is more energetically favorable than the one
of Harrison and co-workers.
In a previous study [23] it was shown that the
AMBER and AM1 potentials give nearly identical en-
ergy transfer efficiencies for collisions of (gly)2H
 with
H-diamond. In this article, AM1 is used to study the SID
dynamics of (gly)2H
 versus the collision energy, and
the results of this work may be compared with the
previous direct dynamics study of glyH SID22 and the
studies of energy transfer in (gly)nH
, n  1–3, 5, and
(ala)2H
 SID [21, 23]. It is important to study how the
SID dynamics of peptide ions depend on peptide size
and the collision energy. It is also of interest to deter-
mine how the SID fragementation pathways for
(gly)2H
 compare with the above proposed mecha-
nisms.
Simulation Procedure
Potential Energy Function
The potential energy function used for the (gly)2H
/
diamond {111} system is given by
V  Vpeptide  Vpeptide,surface (2)
where Vpeptide is the (gly)2H
 intramolecular potential,
Vsurface is the potential for the diamond surface, and
Vpeptide,surface represents the (gly)2H
/diamond inter-
molecular potential. The AM1 semiempirical electronic
structure theory model [26] is used for the (gly)2H

intramolecular potential. The remaining potentials are
analytic functions [21, 33]. The potential energy func-
tion for the diamond {111} model consists of harmonic
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stretches and bends, with force constants chosen to fit
the diamond phonon spectrum [33]. The (gly)2H
/
diamond intermolecular potential is modeled by a sum
of two-body potentials between the atoms of the pep-
tide and the atoms of diamond. The two-body potential
is given by
VXY  AXYexp(BXYrij) 
CXY
rij
6 (3)
where X corresponds to the C and H atoms of the
diamond and Y corresponds to H, C, O, and N atoms of
the peptide. To determine the parameters for the two-
body potentials, ab initio potential energy curves were
calculated [21] using CH4, as a model for the C and H
atoms of the diamond {111} and CH4, NH3, NH4
,
H2CO, and H2O as models for the different types of
atoms and functional groups comprising peptides. The
ab initio calculations were carried out at the MP2/6-
3111G(2df,2pd) level of theory with the frozen-core
approximation [21].
As described above, the potential energy function V
in eq 2 consists of a quantum mechanical (QM) part for
Vpeptide, the (gly)2H
 intramolecular potential, and an-
alytic molecular mechanical (MM) potentials for Vsurface
and Vpeptide,surface. These QM and MM components of
the potential are separable and the resulting potential
energy function is identified as a QMMM model. For
other systems the QM and MM components are not
separable and are connected by chemical bonding in-
teractions. A potential with this characteristic is called a
QM/MM model [34].
There are two low energy conformers for (gly)2H

[28, 35, 36]. The structures for the potential energy
minima of these conformers were determined at the
AM1 level of theory using the MOPAC 7.0 program [37]
and are shown in Figure 1. For the minimum structure
of Conformer A, the backbone is planar; for Conformer
B, the carboxyl group turns out of the plane of the
molecule while the other parts remain similar to the
structure of Conformer A. This structure is stabilized by
a strong H-bond similar to that of Conformer A and by
a charge-transfer interaction between O(8) and C(3). An
electronic structure calculation by Wu and Lebrilla [36]
who used the AM1 method, and Zhang et al. [35] who
used the HF/6-31G* method, find Conformer A to be
the lowest in energy. Calculations by Paizs and Suhai
[28] at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory also identify
A as the lowest energy Conformer. AM1 indicates the
energy difference between these two minima is very
small. Conformer B is only 2.3 kcal/mol higher in
energy. The energy difference between the two struc-
tures is sufficiently small, so that at 300 K both conform-
ers are important. Assuming the entropy is the same for
the two conformers, the Boltzmann factor exp(E/RT)
gives percentages of 2.1 and 97.9% for Conformers A
and B, respectively. Conformer A is used for most of the
simulations reported here. However, a set of calcula-
tions were performed for Conformer B to compare the
collision dynamics of the two conformers.
Initial Conditions and Trajectory Details
The classical trajectory simulations were carried out
with VENUS [38] interfaced with the semiempirical
electronic structure theory computer program MOPAC
[37]. To simulate experimental conditions for (gly)2H

 diamond collisions, the center of a beam of (gly)2H

ion projectiles is aimed at the center of the surface, with
fixed incident angle, i, and fixed initial translational
energy, Ei. The radius of the beam was chosen so that
the beam overlapped a unit area on the surface. For
each trajectory, the projectile was randomly placed in
the cross section of this beam and then randomly
rotated about its center of mass so that it had an initial
random orientation with respect to the surface. The
azimuthal angle, , between the beam and a fixed plane
perpendicular to the surface, was sampled randomly
between 0 and 2. Such a random sampling of 
simulates collisions with different domains of growth
on the diamond surface.
The initial conditions for the vibrational modes of
(gly)2H
 were chosen via the quasiclassical normal-
mode method [17, 39, 40], with the energy for each
normal mode of vibration selected from the mode’s 300
K harmonic oscillator Boltzmann distribution. A 300 K
rotational energy of RT/2 was added to each principal
axis of rotation of the projectile. Initial conditions for the
Figure 1. The two low energy conformers for (gly)2H
. Con-
former A was used for the majority of the calculations reported
here.
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diamond surface were chosen by first equilibrating the
surface to a 300 K Boltzmann distribution with 2 ps of
molecular dynamics and scaling the atomic velocities
[41]. The structure and atomic velocities obtained from
this equilibration process is then used as the initial
structure for an equilibration run at the beginning of
each trajectory.
Trajectory simulations were performed at collision
energies Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV. Except for one
study, all the simulations were performed at an incident
angle i of 0° (perpendicular to the surface). For one
study i  45° was used. Approximately one hundred
trajectories were calculated for each study at a specified
set of values for Ei and i.
The trajectories were stopped when they fragmented
or when they reached the maximum integration time of
1 ps. All of the trajectories were analyzed for energy
transfer to Ef, Eint, and Esurf, eq 1. Visualization was
used to assist in analyzing the dynamics of the trajec-
tories that fragmented.
Simulation Results
Trajectory calculations were performed for (gly)2H

collisions with the H-diamond surface at collision ener-
gies Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV. For most of the
calculations the incident angle, i, is 0° (i.e., perpendic-
ular to the surface), but for one study i was set to 45°.
In the following, the distributions of the transfer of the
collision energy Ei to Ef, Eint, and Esurf are presented.
This is followed by a presentation and discussion of the
(gly)2H
 fragmentation dynamics.
Energy Transfer Distributions
The average percent energy transfer to Ef, Eint, and
Esurf versus Ei are shown in Table 1 for the (gly)2H

collisions with H-diamond. The trends in the energy
transfer values agree with previous studies for Cr(CO)6

[19] and other protonated peptides [21, 23]. The percent
energy transfer to internal modes of the peptide and to
surface vibration decreases and increases, respectively,
with increase in Ei. The ion recoil energy Ef is found to
consistently decrease as Ei is increased. At high Ei,
energy transfer to the diamond surface becomes signif-
icantly more important than energy transfer to the
peptide’s vibrations.
There are at most only minor changes in the energy
distributions with increase in Ei; i.e., there is a slight
broadening of the distributions as Ei is increased. The
energy transfer distributions are illustrated in Figure 2
for Ei  70 eV.
As shown in Figure 1, there are two low energy
conformers for (gly)2H
. Conformer A was used for the
calculations reported above. To determine whether the
energy transfer efficiency depends on the structure of
(gly)2H
, a study was performed with Ei  70 eV and
i 45° for each conformer. The average percent energy
transfer values for the two conformers are given in
Table 2. The two structures give statistically the same
energy transfer efficiencies, which is consistent with a
previous study [21].Table 1. Average percent energy transfer values for (gly)2H.
Collisions with H-diamonda
Ei
b
Average percent energy transfer
Eint Esurf Eƒ
30 24 27 49
50 21 37 42
70 20 40 40
100 17 48 35
aThe incident angle is 0°. 100, 100, 122, 106 trajectories were calculated
at Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV, respectively.
bEi is in units of eV.
Figure 2. Distributions of final energies for (gly)2H
 collision
with the H-diamond surface at Ei  70 eV and i  0°.
Table 2. Effect of (gly)2H
 structure on the efficiencies of
energy transfera
Conformerb
Average percent energy transfer
Eint Esurf Eƒ
a 12 27 61
b 13 26 61
aThe calculations are for Ei  70 eV and i  45°.
bThe conformer structures are shown in Figure 1.
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Fragmentation Dynamics
Fragmentation of the (gly)2H
 peptide ion was studied
by the trajectory simulations at Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100
eV and i of 0°. Since the trajectories are only integrated
for a maximum time of 1 ps, not all of the trajectories
fragmented. The percentage which fragmented in-
creased with Ei and is 21, 44, 66, and 83% for Ei of 30, 50,
70, and 100 eV, respectively. The fragmenting trajecto-
ries were analyzed to determine the site where the
initial bond rupture occurred. These sites are identified
by the lettering scheme in Figure 3. Each trajectory
which fragmented was animated to visualize and study
its fragmentation dynamics. The number of trajectories
calculated for each Ei and the fraction which frag-
mented at each initial dissociation site are given in
Table 3.
Fragmentation pathways. As shown in Table 3 the frac-
tion of the trajectories which dissociate increases with
increase in Ei. Site a is the most probable position for
initial bond rupture to occur. In addition, there is no
initial bond rupture at Site c. The absence of dissocia-
tion at Site c is consistent with previous experimental
[27] and computational [28, 32] studies of diglycine
fragmentation. Preference for initial bond rapture at Site
a, i.e., the CH2™CONH bond, concurs with the fragmen-
tation mechanism proposed by Paizs and Suhai [28], for
which the initial step is elimination of CO bonded to the
amide nitrogen. As found from CID experiments [27],
the ions NH2CH2
 and its isomer NH3CH2
 are principal
fragmentation products.
The fragmentation products for the simulations at Ei
of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV are listed in Tables 4, 5, 6, and
7, respectively. The number of different product chan-
nels increases from 6 to 59 as Ei is increased from 30 to
100 eV. At 30 eV 21 of the 100 trajectories fragmented
and, of the product channels, the predominant one is
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH. Among the reactive
trajectories, Site a is the most probable site for (gly)2H

to initially dissociate, and 18 of 21 trajectories dissociate
in this manner. The next probable position for the initial
bond rupture is Site b. Two of the trajectories frag-
mented this way.
One hundred trajectories were calculated at Ei  50
eV and 44 fragmented. The predominant product chan-
nels are NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH and NH3CH3

 CONHCH2COOH. For each of these pathways, dis-
sociation first occurs at Site a. Forty-four of the one
hundred trajectories fragmented and, for thirty one,
dissociation first occurs at Site a. The ion NH2CH2
 is
formed in 20 of the trajectories, its isomer NH3CH
 in 2,
and NH3CH3
 in 7. NH3 is a product in 8 of the
trajectories.
At Ei  70 eV 122 trajectories were calculated and 80
fragmented, for which the predominant product chan-
nels are NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH and NH3CH

HCONHCH2COOH. Among the reactive trajectories,
Site a is the most probable site for (gly)2H
 initially
dissociate, and 52 of 80 fragmentations occur this way.
The second most probable position for initial bond
rupture is Site b. Fourteen fragmentations occur by this
path.
Eighty-eight of the 106 trajectories calculated at Ei
of 100 eV fragmented. Of the many product chan-
Figure 3. Possible initial bond rupture sites, leading to fragmen-
tation, for (gly)2H
.
Table 3. Fraction of trajectories which fragment at initial dissociation sitesa
Ei
b
Number of
trajectories
Fragmenting
fractionc
Fragmenting fraction at initial dissociation sites
a b c d e
30 100 0.21 0.18 0.02 0 0 0.01
50 100 0.44 0.31 0.01 0 0.06 0.06
70 122 0.66 0.43 0.12 0 0.09 0.02
100 106 0.83 0.56 0.03 0 0.15 0.09
aThe dissociation sites are shown in Figure 3.
bEi is in units of eV.
cNumber of trajectories which fragment divided by the total number of trajectories.
Table 4. Products from SID of (gly)2H
 at Ei  30 eV and i  0°
Products Sitea
Number
of
trajectories
Number
of
shattering
No Reaction 79
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH a 16 6
NH2CH2
  CO  NHCH2  C(OH)2 a 1
NH3CH3
 CONCH2COOH a 1
NH2CH2
 CO  NH2CH2COOH b 1 1
NH3CHCO
  NHCH2  C(OH)2 b 1 1
NH3  CH2CONHCH2COOH
 e 1
aThe first site to dissociates, refer to Figure 3.
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nels, the predominant ones are NHCH2  H2 
CONHCH2COOH
 and NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH.
Site a is the most probable site for (gly)2H
 to initially
dissociate and 59 of the fragmentations occur this way.
The second most probable position for initial bond
rupture is Site d and sixteen fragmentations occur by
this path.
Shattering mechanism. Animation and visualization of
the trajectories show that fragmentation occurs by two
different mechanisms. For one, (gly)2H
 is first acti-
vated by collision with the diamond surface and then
rebounds off the surface. Unimolecular dissociation
follows, occurring via intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution (IVR) between the vibrational modes of
(gly)2H
. This is the traditional RRKM model for colli-
sional activation and unimolecular dissociation [42].
For the other fragmentation mechanism the peptide
ion dissociates as it collides with the diamond surface.
The ion does not bounce off the surface and dissociate
after IVR, and RRKM is not applicable for describing its
unimolecular dissociation. Dissociation occurring via
direct translation to vibration (T 3 V) energy transfer
during the collision has been identified as a shattering
mechanism [43, 44]. Shattering has been observed in
previous simulations of Si(CH3)3
 [45], Cr(CO)6
 [18, 19],
and (gly)H [22] SID.
The number of each of the (gly)2H
 dissociation
pathways that occur by shattering is listed in Tables 4,
5, 6, and 7 for Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV, respectively.
These results are summarized in Table 8, where the
fraction of the trajectories which shatter is listed as well
as the fraction that shatter for the different initial
dissociation sites; i.e., Sites a, b, c, d, and e in Figure 3.
The fraction of the trajectories which shatter increases
from 0.08 to 0.71 as Ei is increased from 30 to 100 eV. As
shown in Tables 4–7 shattering fragmentation is the
origin of the dramatic increase in number of dissocia-
tion pathways with increase of Ei. For all Ei the most
important initial dissociation site for shattering is Site a.
At low Ei of 30 and 50 eV shattering is also observed
with initial dissociation at Sites b and e. Shattering
occurs with initial dissociation at Site d for Ei of 70 eV
and this becomes the second most important initial
dissociation site for shattering at Ei of 100 eV.
The energy transfer distributions for the trajectories
which dissociate by shattering were compared with the
distributions for the trajectories which do not dissociate
by shattering. This analysis of only the dissociating
trajectories differs from the one presented in Table 1,
which is for all the trajectories (i.e., both those that
dissociate and those that do not). Figure 4 shows that
the probability for shattering is not strongly influenced
by energy transfer in the SID collision. Except for Ei 
70 eV there is only a small difference in the energy
transferred to the projectile ion for the shattering and
non-shattering dissociations and even at 70 eV the
percent transfer to the ion is only 6% larger for shatter-
ing. An incomplete analysis of the trajectories, and a
project for future studies, indicates shattering is influ-
enced by the orientation of the projectile ion as it
collides with the surface. Shattering is enhanced when
Table 5. Products from SID of (gly)2H at Ei  50 eV and i  0°
Products Sitea
Number of
trajectories
Number of
shattering
No Reaction 56
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH a 12 1
NH3CH3
  CONCH2COOH a 5
NH3CH
  HCONHCH2COOH a 2 2
NHCH2  HCONH2CH2COOH
 a 1
NH2CH  HCONH2CH2COOH
 a 1
NHCH2  H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  NH2CH2COOH a 2 1
NH3  CH2O  2CO  NH2CH2
 a 1 1
NH3CH3
  CONHCH2O  CO a 1
NH2CH2
  CO  CH2NH  HCOOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  NH2CH  C(OH)2 a 1 1
NH3CH3
  CO  NCH2COOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  H2  CONHCHCOOH a 1 1
NHC  H2  CO  NH2CH2
  C(OH)2 a 1
NH3  CH2O  CNHCH3
  CO2 b 1
NH3CH2CONHCH3
  CO2 d 2
NH2CH2
  CO  NHCH2  HCOOH d 2
NH3CHCO
  CH2NH  CO  H2O d 1
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH3  CO2 d 1
NH3  CH2CONHCH2COOH
 e 2 2
NH3  O  CH2NHCH2COOH
 e 2
NH3  CH2CO  NHCH2COOH
 e 1
NH3  CH2CONHCH
 C(OH)2 e 1 1
aThe first site to dissociate, refer to Figure 3.
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the peptide chain is oriented perpendicular to the
surface during the collision, so that an “end” of the
chain strikes the surface. Non-shattering events are
promoted when the peptide chain collides parallel to
the surface. Such a result is consistent with the sugges-
tion [22] that shattering occurs when the collision
directs the atoms of the ion to a dissociation transition
state structure.
Summary
The following are the important findings from the
direct dynamics classical trajectory simulations re-
ported here of collisions of N-protonated diglycine with
the hydrogenated diamond {111} surface at collision
energies of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV and an incident angle
at 0°. In the simulations the intramolecular potential of
(gly)2H
 is represented by the AM1 semiempirical
electronic structure theory.
1. With increase in the initial energy Ei from 30, 50, 70,
to 100 eV, the average percentage energy transfer to
the internal energy Eint decreases from 24, 21, 20 to
17%, and the average percentage energy transfer to
the surface (Esurf) increases from 27, 37, 40 to 48%,
while the final translational energy Ef decreases from
Table 6. Products from SID of (gly)2H
at Ei  70 eV and i  0°
Products Sitea
Number of
trajectories
Number of
shattering
No Reaction 42
NHCH2  H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 3 3
NH2CH  H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 3 3
NH3  CONCH2
  C(OH)2 a 1 1
NHCH2  H2  CO  NHCO CH2OH
 a 1 1
NH3CH2  CONH  CH2 COOH
 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH a 18 7
NH2CH2
  CO  NH2CH2COOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  H2  CO  NHCHCOOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  H2  HCONHCH2  CO2 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH  C(OH)2 a 2
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH3 CO2 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  H2O  CNHCH2  CO2 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  NHCH2  C(OH)2 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  NH2CH  HCOOH a 1
NH2CH2
  CO  NH2COH  HCOH a 1 1
NH3CH
HCONHCH2COOH a 11 8
NHCH  H2  HCONHCH2COOH a 1 1
NH3CH
  COHCH2COOH  H2 a 1 1
NCH  H2  H2C(OH)NHCH2COOH
 a 1 1
NCH  H2  HCONHCH2
  CO  H2O a 1 1
NH3CH3
  CO  NHCHCOOH b 1
NH2CH2
  H2  CO  NHCHCOOH b 1
NH2CH2
  H2  CO  CNH  HCOOH b 1 1
NH2CHO  H2  CNHCH2COOH
 b 1 1
NH2CH2COH  NH2CH2
  CO2 b 1
NH2CHCOH
  NHCH2  CO  H2O b 1 1
2NCH  2H2  CH2OH
  CO2 b 1 1
NH2
  CH2  CO  HCOH  CNH  H2O b 1 1
NH2CH  2H2  CO  HCNH
  CO2 b 1 1
NH3 CH2CO  NHCH2  COOH
 b 2 2
NH3  CH2CO  NCH  H2  COOH
 b 1 1
NH3  CH2CO  NHCH
  HCOOH b 1 1
NH3CH2COH
  NCH  HCOOH b 1
NH3CH2CONHCH
  HCOOH d 3 3
NH3H2COH
  NCH  HCOOH d 2
NH3CH3
  CO  NCH  HCOOH d 1 1
NH2CH2CONHCH2
  HCOOH d 1
NH2CH2CONHCH2
  CO  H2O d 1
NH2CH2
  H2  2CO  NCH  H2O d 1 1
NH3CH2CONHCH2OH
  CO d 1 1
NH3  CH2CONCH2
  C(OH)2 d 1 1
NH3  CH2CONHCH2COOH
 e 1
NH3  CH2  CONHCH2COOH
 e 1 1
NH3  CH2CO  NHCH
  HCOOH e 1 1
aThe first site to dissociate, refer to Figure 3.
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Table 7. Products from SID of (gly)2H
 at Ei  100 eV and i  0°
Products Sitea
Number of
trajectories
Number of
shattering
No Reaction 18
NHCH2  H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 10 9
NH2CH  H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 4 4
2NHCH2  H2  CO  COOH
 a 5 5
NHCH2  H2  CO  NHCH
  HCOOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  H2  CO  NCH  HCOOH a 2 2
NH2CH2
  HCONHCH2COOH a 6 2
CH2NH  2H2  NCH  CO COOH
 a 2 2
NHCH2  H2  CH2OH
  NCH  H2O a 1 1
NH2CH  H2  CONH  CH2COOH
 a 1 1
NHCH2  NH3  2CO  COH
  H2 a 1 1
NHCH2  NH2CH  CO  H2 COOH
 a 1 1
NHCH2  H2  HCO
  OCNH  CH2O a 1 1
NHCH2  2H2  HNCCOOH
 a 1 1
NHCH2  H2  CONH  CH2OH
  CO a 1 1
NCH  2H2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 2 2
NHCH2  NH2CH2
  HCOOH a 1
NH2CH
  CO2  HCONHCH3 a 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  H2  NHCHCOOH a 1
NCH  H2  2CO  NH2CH2
  CO2 a 1 1
NH3CH
  HCONCH2  HCOOH a 1 1
NH3CH
  HCONHCH2COOH a 1 1
NH2CH2
  HOCNHCH  C(OH)2 a 1 1
2H2  HCO
  NCH  NCCOOH a 1 1
NHCH2  H2  COH
  NCH  C(OH)2 a 1 1
NCH  2H2  CO  NH2CH2
  CO2 a 1 1
NCH  H2  NC2CH2
  CO  HCOOH a 1 1
NCH  2H2  C(OH)2  CH2NCO
 a 1 1
NHCH  H2  CO  HCOOH  NCH a 1 1
NHCH  H2  HCONHCH2COOH a 1 1
CH3NH2  CONHCH2COOH
 a 1
CH3NH2  HNCH
  CO  C(OH)2 a 1 1
NH2COH  H2  CNHCH2COOH
 a 1 1
NH3  CH2O  HOCNHCH2CO
 a 1 1
NHCH  2H2  OCNCH2COOH a 1 1
NH2CH2OH  NH2C
  HOCOCH a 1 1
2NCH  3H2  COOH
  CO b 1 1
NH4
  CH2CO  NHCHOH  CO b 1
NHCH2  2H2  HCO
  NCCOOH b 1 1
NH3  CH2OH
  NCH  HCOOH d 2 2
NHCH2  H2  CO  NHCH
  HCOOH d 1 1
NH3CH2CONHCH
  HCOOH d 1 1
NH3CH3
  NCH  CO  HCOOH d 1 1
NH3CH2CO  NHCH
  HCOOH d 1 1
NH3CH2COH
  NCH  HCOOH d 1
H2  COOH
  CH3NHCOCHNH d 1 1
NH3CHCHOH
  CO  NCH  H2O d 1 1
NH2CH2
  CO  H2O  CH2NH d 1 1
NH3CH2CONHCH
  HCOOH d 1 1
NH4
  CH2  CO  NCH  HCOOH d 1 1
C(OH)2  CH3CN  NH4
  CO d 1 1
H2  HNCH
  HCOOH  NH2CHCO d 1 1
H2  NH2CH2CONCH  HC(OH)2
 d 1 1
NH3  CH2CONHCH2COOH
 e 3 2
NH3  C(OH)2  HCOCHNHCH2
 e 1 1
NH2  CH2
  CONHCH2COOH e 2 2
NH4
  CHCONHCH2COOH e 1 1
NH3  H2O  CH2CNCH2COOH
 e 1
NH3  CH2CO  NHCH2  COOH
 e 1 1
NH3  CO  CH2NHCH2COOH
 e 1 1
aThe first site to dissociate, refer to Figure 3.
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49, 42, 40 to 35%. These changes in the energy
transfer with increase in Ei are consistent with pre-
vious trajectory simulations of SID [18–23].
2. For each of the Ei the most important initial bond
rupture site for fragmentation is the
H3NCH2™CONHCH2COOH bond; i.e., Site a in
Figure 3. Not one of the observed fragmentations
involved initial rupture of the
H3NCH2CONH™CH2COOH bond, Site c. The ab-
sence of initial bond rupture at Site c is consistent
with previous experimental [27] and computational
[28, 32] studies. The preference for initial bond
rupture at Site a is consistent with the mechanism
proposed by Paizs and Suhai [28]. Both the amount
of fragmentation and the number of fragmentation
pathways increase with increase in Ei. At Ei  30 eV
(gly)2H
 dissociates via 6 pathways, but 59 path-
ways at 100 eV.
3. At each Ei the principal product channels are those
with initial rupture of Site a in Figure 3 and forma-
tion of the immonium NH2CH2
 ion. These channels
constitute 81, 36, 35, and 11% of the fragmentation
channels at Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV, respectively.
From the experiments of Klassen and Kebarle [27],
NH2CH2
 is expected to be the principal product ion
at these high collision energies. The decrease in the
yield of this ion as Ei is increased, results from the
onset of the multitude of shattering pathways.
4. An important component of the dissociation dynam-
ics is shattering fragmentation, in which (gly)2H

dissociates as it either impacts or strongly interacts
with the surface. Shattering increases with increase
in Ei and is the origin of the large increase in the
number of fragmentation pathways observed with
increase in Ei. Of the trajectories calculated at each Ei,
8, 13, 44, and 71% shattered at Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100
eV, respectively.
5. The energy transfer efficiencies to Ef, Eint, and
Esurf are very similar for shattering and non-shat-
tering trajectories, and shattering is not concomitant
with a significantly larger transfer to Eint than
non-shattering. Initial studies suggest that shattering
is influenced by the orientation of (gly)2H
 as it
collides with the surface. This is consistent with the
previous suggestion22 that shattering is promoted by
collisions which direct (gly)2H
 to a dissociation
transition state upon impact with the surface.
This study has provided important new information
about the dynamics of peptide ion SID and suggests
additional computational studies. It is important to
extend these studies by using higher-level electronic
structure theoretical methods such as B3LYP and MP2
for the QM model of the peptide ion’s intramolecular
potential. Also of interest is to investigate the SID
dynamics of larger peptide ions and those with other
amino acids in addition to glycine. The SID fragmenta-
tion dynamics of peptide ions is expected to depend on
Table 8. Fraction of trajectories which fragment by shattering
Ei
a
Shatteringb
fraction
Shattering fraction at initial dissociation sites
a b c d e
30 0.08 0.06 0.02 0 0 0
50 0.13 0.10 0 0 0 0.03
70 0.44 0.29 0.08 0 0.06 0.01
100 0.71 0.48 0.02 0 0.13 0.08
aCollision energy in eV.
bNumber of trajectories which shatter divided by the total number of trajectories.
Figure 4. Percent energy transfer for shattering, non-shattering
trajectories as a result of (gly)2H
 collisions with the H-diamond
surface at Ei of 30, 50, 70, and 100 eV and i  0°. Filled markers
are for shattering and unfilled markers are for non-shattering
trajectories. Triangles: Ef; circles: Esurf; and squares: Eint.
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the surface and other surfaces in addition to the hydro-
genated diamond {111} surface should be investigated.
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